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12/07/2003 Easy lemonade recipe. Very pie though. I recommend using more sugar. 3/4 or 1 cup. 12/07/2003 Perfect! No pie is not sweet. 11/26/2004 My kids are doing this and have a lemonade stand and people love it. 12/07/2003 It was too many steps to take and was too pie because of too much lemon juice. 03/01/2005 I loved this recipe very much. I
like lemonade in general. I did have to add more lemon and sugar, but mainly because I like the stronger lemon flavor. Very easy! 12/07/2003 I only lemons and found it too bitter. I read another recipe that salt could help, but it doesn't significantly improve the taste. Maybe the trick is to use oranges and lime, but I'm not looking to try this one again. 12/07/2003
I added more sugar. My family has lemonade a little on the sweet side.:o) 11/04/2004 This lemonade was quick and simple, but not enough lemon for me. I felt like I was drinking the lemon flavor of Kool-aid with lemon attached. 08/16/2005 Pretty good just when you're making it on tv make sure the pitcher is big enough to hold all the lemonade lol. BIG
Mistake. Anonymous Domanic Ledbetter, Sr. Paula Brihanne Wolf Debbie Garvey Veiès Maya Hgr Kayla D. MrsHappyHomemaker Lauralynn Branscum Mingle together batch homemade lemonade using fresh lemon and bottled lemon juice to save time. It's a sweet and refreshing treat! If you want to treat it yourself. This is the rule of thumb that makes
sense to me, especially with sweet drinks. Because the risk of being fun police, even homemade drinks such as lemonade are still treated (and mostly sugar). So this is a treat for ourselves, especially in hot weather. You might also like: How to make Homemade Sports Drink This lemonade recipe requires just a few simple ingredients: lemon juice, fresh
lemon, sugar and water. You can make this lemonade with all the freshly squeezed lemons, especially if you want to keep your kids busy for a while. We use an old-fashioned glass juicer like this one, but I've heard these hand-held citrus juicers work well too. Otherwise, involve a few bottles of lemon juice to pick up the slack. We've tried a few different ways
and do notice the difference between slightly higher priced juices (fresh tasting) and store brands (totally fine as well). Feel free to experiment with proportions. We use a full cup of sugar before cutting it down. I find this version with less sugar completely sweet and satisfying. And yes, this lemonade is a lighter color than the instant type because it lacks
artificial food dyes. (And it tastes a whole lot better than the powdery kind too.) My kids are also mixing this homemade lemonade with sparkling water for a fizzy drink. I hope you and your kids enjoy this sweet treat! 3/4 cup sugar 8 1/2 cup water, divided into 1 Lemon Juice Make a simple syrup: Combine sugar sugar 1/2 cup water in a small saucepan over
medium-low heat. Heat and stir until the sugar is completely dissolved (you know, it is dissolved when the liquid looks clear). Combine simple syrup and lemon juice in a 2 quart thorax. Add 8 cups of cold water. Chill before serving (or serve over ice). Yield: 8 Serving Size: 1 cup Amount Per serving: Calories: 78Toe fat: 0gSaturated fat: 0gTrans Fat:
0gSaturated fat: 0g Cholesterol: 0mgDine: 0mgDine: 1 8mgOghydrates: 20gFiber: 0gSukurs: 19gProtetine: 0g Ingredients6 1/2 cup water1 cup lemon juice1 cup sugar Ideal balance of sugar and lemon. Just draw. Would definitely stay there again. Really good lemonade, but I split the recipe with two, so I didn't have to take much and just added 1/4 of the
sugar. I'd like to do it that way again I have this few times, and really enjoy the fact I use sweeter than sugar for medical reasons.delicious
would definitely be again, so useful, too! I wish there were 5 stars so I could rate it at 5 I 1 quart. I use 1 cup of lemon juice and 6 packets of sweet and low, then finish to fill the quartet and shake well. I felt it was a
bit sweet, so I'd cut some sugar. It uses 1 cup, which is about 31g a serving. I ran out of good stuff and needed a non-soda refresher... That was it! Now I like a little more pie than sweet, so I added 1/2 cup of lime, and it became perfect for me! I love making all these kinds of recipes epicurious and it never put a smile on my face. Since we have nothing to
drink, it is perfect!!! Thank you, Epicurious! I only had 2/12. Cups of water and 2 cups sugar with only half a cup of lemon. Juice In response to those who said it was too strong, I thought they might be using condensed lemon juice instead of lemon juice in large bottles. If you used an abbreviated version, 1 cup would be too strong. The only change I made
was to take 1 cup of water and one cup of sugar and heat it to become syrup. Then 5 1/2 cups of water and lemon juice were placed in a container, and I added syrup to that, and stir. It was insured that the sugar was dissolved in the liquid. Not as good as fresh lemons, but in a pinch, it came out very nice. So, just made this... don't know how to feel about it
It's a pretty good end-of-the-month ghetto-ish lemonade. Similar cheese melted into ritz crackers spread with spaghetti sauce like cheapo pizza bites or fried Bologna sandwiches. It's a good pinch, but much rather is the real thing. I was looking for something to drink without water and realized we had some lemon juice in the refrigerator in the beginning I just
put in clean water, but I was craving for something a bit sweet and found some sugar in the cupboard and thought; I wonder if I could make lemonade out of this? One google search later I stumbled upon this recipe. After a few tweaks to a large jar , that 's how my sweet-thirsty cravings perfectly. Your details will be similar to Hotel Siess. Maybe a few drops of
food coloring to make pink lemonade. But, it's just a look thing, nothing really important. I loved it. ~ Skayda (Ami) I use this recipe and it was delicious. Oh my god, thank you so much! I was having a big lemonade craving and it was perfect! Some people might need a little more sugar, but that was just right for me. Thanks again! This recipe was sour so I
added about a little over a quarter of a cup of sugar and it tasted great! I made it to the kids wanted lemonade, and they loved it! You could add water if you don't like surgar! I did it with whatever mesurements I wanted. It came out great. If it doesn't come out right, so you just do it wrong. It tastes disgusting because of sourness. It's a bit too strongtas are too
strong, it needs less lemon juice or more water and/or sugarMade this for my daughter who told me I didn't know how to make lemonade. Hah! I showed her! Lol :) Lol :) I used 1 1/3 c. water, a little less than 1/3 c. sugar &amp; 1/3 c. lemon juice. It was perfect... she already asked me to do more. Thanks for the super simple recipe!bit the strong needs a little
more water maybe 10 cups of water it will help Love the simplicity of this recipe it's straight to the point of quick and easy just the recipe I'm looking for! Thanks for another great recipe for epicurios! Jump to Recipe Print Recipe Are you looking for a lemonade recipe that has the perfect ratio of sour and sweet flavor? In my opinion, this should be any valuable
lemonade recipe. This recipe is definitely the only recipe you ever need! When my son was little and wanted lemonade, he went straight to the National Time Lemonade container. Back then, I didn't have this super easy lemonade recipe. What we did was an amazing lemon tree in the back yard with hundreds of lemons just waiting to squeeze! What waste; It
makes me sad just to think about it. Especially since we no longer have that lemon tree. Then one wonderful day, my friend Linda, gave me this Easy Lemonade Recipe. It's been my go-to lemonade recipe ever since. Linda's Recipe So what is Linda's easy to remember lemonade formula? Glad you asked: One cup of freshly squeezed lemon juice, one cup
of white sugar, and five cups of cold water. This 1-1-5 formula never failed me. So follow these steps to make this easy lemonade recipe: Squeeze enough lemon to give one full cup of lemon juice. Measure one cup of white sugar. Add lemon juice and sugar to the jar and mix.Pour five cups of cold water into the jar. Stir until the sugar has completely
dissolved. Chill until ready to serve. Add some fresh lemon slices (or dehydrated lemon slices) and serve. How Many Lemons Make Cup Lemon Juice? Lemon quantity that can be extracted from lemon depends on many factors. The most obvious factor is the size of the lemon. Usually, the bigger the lemon, the more juice it will give. Lemon varieties also
make a difference. Meyer lemons are juicy, sweet, and thin skin (they can't make a joke)! Eureka lemons, on the other hand, have thicker skin and can contain more seeds. However, another determining factor is the ripeness of the fruits. Riper lemon will give more juice than lemon, which was picked too early. The juicer used (hand juicer or electric juicer)
may also affect the volume of juice production. With all these facts in mind, a medium-sized lemon will make about 1/4 - 1/3 cup of lemon juice. So, four medium sized lemons should yield about one cup of lemon juice. Note: If your lemons aren't very juicy, check out tip #9 from my Kitchen Hacks and Shortcuts post to learn how to get more juice from them!
Lemonade Made with Simple Syrup Making Lemonade with Simple Syrup is another option. The main advantage of this method is that the sugar is mixed with lemon juice before mixing it. Therefore, sugar will not sink on the bottom of the pitcher. Just follow these steps using the same proportions of the original recipe. Add sugar and one cup of water in a
small saucepan. Stir over medium heat until the sugar has completely dissolved. Remove simple syrup from heat, pour serving cans. Chicken one cup of lemon juice and the remaining four cups of water. Chill before serving. Originating in Pink Lemonade I was curious about the origins of pink lemonade and my research landed me on this
smithsonianmag.com article: The Unusual Origins of Pink Lemonade. This article offers two possible origins: The first show that in 1912, Henry Allott, a circus owner, accidentally dropped red in cinnamon candy watt plain lemonade. Knocked out went with it and sold pink-lemonade, which was a big hit! Photo Whitney Wright on Unsplash Second Chance is a
little more disturbing. In 1857, while Pete Conklin was selling lemonade in a circus, he ran out of the water he needed to make lemonade. Conklin found a bucket containing red tinted water (the circus performer had wrung her red stocking bucket). In despair, he decided to use this dirty, tinted water to make lemonade, and thus was born pink lemonade! How
to make Pink Lemonade If after reading this disturbing story, you still want to make pink lemonade, here are some options: Add a few drops of red food dyes to lemonade. Mix 1/2 cup cranberry juice lemonade. Cook down a few cups of strawberry or raspberries with sugar and water (step one of these recipes). You can either emulsify the fruit and mix it with
other lemonade ingredients, or strain the fruit from lemonade when it is toned. How Is Homemade Lemonade Last? Homemade lemonade never lasted more than a week in my refrigerator. In fact, it is usually consumed on the same day. Keep in mind this recipe yields four 12 oz servings so you'll probably go through lemonade as fast as my family does.
However, if lemonade is not consumed immediately, it should be maintained for at least one week, if not longer. If you have a lot of lemons on your hands, you can make more than lemonade! Be sure to check out these other lemon inspired recipes: Keep in touch with me through social media! Tried this recipe? Snap a picture and #hildaskitchenblog
instagram. Like my page is Facebook.Do you pinterest? Pin &amp; share this recipe! If you like this recipe, please give it a 5 star rating! Score!
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